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1. ИИКИЮСИОЯ 

It la known that for suppression of the coma aberration 
the Abbe sine condition ll,2,6| or the equivalent coainua 
condition |3,7J oust be fulfilled* For this purpose the thickness 
and tbe profile of the single lens, the parameters of the entrance 
or exit pupil and of other elements of the complex imaging sys
tem are to be optimized. In holography the backing of the hole-
graphical lens [4,5,6J must be changed for this purpose, the 
refractive-diffraction elements are introduced Мб], and tbe 
parameters of the entrance or exit pupil in the system with tbe 
bolographlcal lens on the spherical backing are optimized ГSJ. 
The Welford theorem Г5,15j is the basis for optimizing the form 
of the hologram backing. 

The problem of the coma aberration suppression also arises 
in meaooptlcs. Thus, for example the meridional coma aberrations 
restrict tbe diameter of tbe field of vie» of tbe Mesooptlcal 
Fourier-Transform Hiorosoope (ПИЯ) [l1j> In this paper we con-
elder the problem of the coma aberration suppression in optics 
holography and aesooptice. After tbe short Introduction Into 
the theory of the coma aberration In optica the Welford theorem 
aa the generalisation of the Abbe sine theorem to holography is 
presented and a typiosl example of tbe application of tbe Abbe-
Weiford theorem to oonatruotion of the aberration-free holographio 
objeotive with a large nuaerloal aperture and with a large field 
of view la doaerlbed [l°J« Then tbe meridional coma aberrations 
In the W n [11J are discussed and the problem of the iaoplanatlo 
mesooptioal ayatea conatruotion la formulated. Syploal mesooptical 



elements Г9,12,13,н] are deaoribed and the designs of two 
isoplanatic mesooptical systems: the Hesooptloal Fourier-Trans
form Microscope (HFTH) for nuclear research emulsion end the 
Hesooptical Axicon-Objectlve for track chambers in the high 
energy physics are given. 

2. COMA 

The ray paths of the light In the spherical aberration-free 
objective which produces the point image of the point-like ob
ject at infinity is shown In Pig. 1 for the case when the object 
and its image are on the optical axis of the objective. The main 
and the marginal rays of light Intersect la one point. Xn the case 
when the direction to the point-like object does not coincide 
with the optical axis of the objective, the main ray does not 
cross the point where two marginal rays of llgbt form the common 
point. As a result, the Image Is blurred. The segment ok In 
Pig. 2 la the measure of the meridional ooma Г 7J• If we want to 
suppress this coma aberration, we must fulfil the Abbe sine 
condition (1,2,3,7] which can be described as 

n sino( M = n'si'n oi' (1) 
where U Is the linear magnification of the imaging system, 
n and n' are the refraction Indices of light In the object 

apace and In the image epaoe, respectively, and <X and oi a 
the front and the back aperture angles. In the caso when the 
object is at the Infinite distance from the objective, the Abbe 
sine condition takes the form 

h =t'sln U\ (2) 

where h is the radius of the lnoldent beam (the collision 
parameter) and t is the bask focal distance of the objeotive. 
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Fig. 1. The basic scheme of imaging the pointlike object at 
infinity on the optical axis of a thin aberration-free 

"•" lens. 
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Fig. 2. The ray paths of light from the pointlike object which 
ia not on the optical alia of the thin aberration-free 
less. The point where two marginal rays intersect in 
the image space is not on the main ray. 

The larger is the numerical aperture of the objective, the 
higher is the precision with which the Abbe sine condition must 
be fulfilled. There are several techniques for realization of 
the Abbe sine condition in optics Г 3,71. 

3. ABERRATION IH HOLOGRAPHIC 

Aberrations in holography are due to the difference between 
the wave lengths of light at the first and second stages of the 
holographical process and due to the fact that the position of 
the source of light at the stage of the hologram production does 
not coincide with the position of the source of light at the 
reconstruction stage. It was shown in [6j, that in the case of 
the plane hologram there is a unique relative position of the 
reference and object waves of light for which the coma aberration 
is minimized. For this purpose it is sufficient to have a confi
guration in which the point-like object and the convergent point 
of the reference wave are mirror images of each other In the plane 
hologram (Fig. Э). In all other configurations the aberration 
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«ill be Intolerably high. It was also shown Is Г 6 J that for sup
pression of the coma aberration In an arbitrary configuration of 
the reference and object waves of light the hologram backing 
must be a sphere with radius curvature В determined by the equa
tion (Welford theorem) 

-L--L J_ 
R " Ц * L2 ' (3) 

where Ц and I. are the distances from the reference source 
point to the hologram and from the hologram to the object source, 
respectively, the signs of Ц and L~ being chosen In accor
dance with the optical rules (Pig. 4)» If l2-«-co , then R-"" Ц 
and the curvature radius of the hologram backing is equal to the 
distance between the hologram and the reference source of the 
light beam. If L,=- L 2 , then R = oo and hence the hologram 
backing must be plane. Finally, if l2"S> L, , thenR= L, . The 
analysis of the aberrations In the holographical lens on the 
spherical becking with an exit pupil Is presented In ]в|. 

Pig.33. Aplanatic configuration of the object- and of the 
reference beams of light In the production of a hologram 
on the plane backing. 

Pig. 4. lplanatlo spherloal baoking of the hologram at an 
arbitrary position of the object and reference beams of 
light with respeot to the hologram. 
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4. ABERRATION-FREE HOLOGSAPHCCAL OBJECTIVE 

The design of the aberration-free holographical object ive 

with a large numerical aperture i s described in MOJ. The recon

s t ruc t ion stage for the plane holographical l ens i s shown i n 

Fig. 5. We see that in this case there is a relation 

h=H t g o i . (4) 

which shows that the Abbe sine condition (2) is not fulfilled. 
To get the aberration-free holographical objective the hologram 
backing must be a sphere (Fig. 6). Bow 

h = f sin o(, (5) 

that is the Abbe sine condition takes place. The illustrative 
behaviour of the coma aberration in the plane hologram (solid 
curve) and in the hologram on the spherical backing (dashed curve) 

Fig. 5. The ray paths of light in the hologram objective on 
•w the plane backing at the reconstruction stage. 

r hil'tgac' 

Fig. 6. Aberration-free holographical objective on the spherical 
backing. 

Pig.7.Aberrations versus the angle 
between the main rajr of light and 
the optloal axle of the hologram on 
the plane backing (solid curve) and 
for a hologram on the spherical baok-
lns (ta*hed curve) with mmterloal 
aperture A • 0.5 
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Is shown in Pig. 7 for the holographical objective with numerical 
aperture A = 0.5. We see that the field of view of the holographical 
objective can be increased from 0°05 to 1° that ie by a factor of 
20 : 1. 

5. ABERRATIONS IN MESOOPTICS 

The ray paths of light in tbe meridional section of the 
Hesooptical Pourier-Transform Hioroscope (UBTH) for nuclear 
emulsion f9,1l] are shown In Fig. 8. She convergent beam 2 illu
minates the straight-line particle traok 3 which is In the object 
space 1 and which is oriented perpendicular to the plane of the 
figure. The diffracted rays of light 6 illuminate the mesooptical 
mirror with a ring reeponse 5 over the part whose width in the 
direction perpendicular to the place of the figure is equal to 
60 p. m in the real construction of the HFTK. One of two mesoop
tical images of the straight-line particle track 3 is produced 
at the point 7 inside the image space 8 and is directed perpendi
cular to the plane of the figure. 

The rays ot light in tbe region where the mesooptical image 
of the straight-line particle track is produced ere shown for 
three positions of the partiole track (Fig. 9-A): for particle 
track 1 (Fig. 9-Б). for partiole traok 2 (Fig. 9-B) and for 
partiole track 3 (Fig. 9-D. We see that there is a caustic in 
the positions of straight-line particle track 2 and 3. This 
oaustio has distinctive features of the meridional coma. It was 
shown in nil that the size of the meridional ooma la no more 
than I [la if the partiole tracks do not leave a square of the 
dimensions 0.4x0.4 ma. The preeeno» of the meridional coma in the 
HFTH does not permit the diameter of the mesooptical mirror with 
a ring response to be reduoed from 160 mm to 80 ma. 
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Pig. 8. The ray paths of light In the Kesooptlcal Fourier-Transform 
Microscope (UFTIi)ln the meridional cross section: 1 - ob
ject apace, 2 - convergent Ъеаш of light, 3 - straight-line 
particle traok, 4 - optical axis of the НИМ, 5 - meso-
optiosl mirror with a ring response, 6 - diffracted rays 
of light, 7 - mesooptioal image of the straight-line 
partiole track, 8 - image apace, 9 - side optical axis 
of the HFIU, (J> - angle between the optloal axis of 
the ШТН and its aide optical axis. 

Pig. 9. The ray patha of light whloh produce one of the two 
meaooptioal image» of the straight-line particle'traok 
In the HWH for three positions of the straight-line 
particle traok with regard to the first foous of the ,) 
generating line of the neaooptioal mirror with a ring 
responsei A. - three positions of the partiole traok, 
Б - ray path* of light In the region of the mesooptioal 
Image for position 1, В - for position 2, and Г- for 
position 3. 

-200 

. ?00 
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Fig. 10. Aplanatlc hologram with a ring 
responce In the MMBii 1 - source of the 
convergent beam of light, 2 - aplanatlc 
hologram on the nonplane backing, 3 -
observation system of the mesooptical 
Image of the stralgth-line particle track 
perpendicular to the plane of the figure, 
# Ф - nuclear emulsion, R~'« !.•{' + ij1 , 
where £i and £.2 are taken with allowance 
for the signs, 0 - point in the meridional 
cross section on the marginal optical axis 
of the ЮТ31, where the centre of the circle 
of radius R lies. 

As shown below, the Welford theorem concerning the curvature 
of the hologram backing does permit a decrease in the above aber
ration of the ШТИ and thus a decrease In the overall dimensions 
of the mesooptical element with a ring response. The Welford 
theorem can be used in the ИРТ11 due to the fact that the aberra
tions In the UPTM show the cbaraoter of the meridional coma. In 
this sagittal ox-oss section the НИИ constitutes a 1С obscure 
chamber and does not contain any imaging elements. Therefore, if 
we want to decrease the aberration in the HFTU, it is sufficient 
to transform the backing of the mesooptioal hologram in such a 
way that the generating line 1л the. meridional section of the ЮТМ 
would be an arc .of the circle whose radius must be chosen from 
condition (3), and the centre of this circle would lie on the 
marginal optical axis of the HFTU (Fig. 10). The segments Ц and 
1 2 have the same meaning as in Fig. 4. 

To reoeive fairly nigh geometrical magnification in the 
meridional section of the КИМ we must take 1 г 3 > и . In this 
case R= Ц , and due to this the centre of the circle, which 
serves as a generating line of the meaooptloal hologram backing, 
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Plg.11. The baelo scheme of the mesooptlcal 
element with a ring response In the form 
of the hologram on the spherical hacking 
with ipS> Ц . 

practically coincides with the position of the straight-line 
particle track. The cross section of the mesooptioal element with 
a ring response in the form of the hologram on the spherical 
hacking is shown In Fig. 11. She centre of the sphere is in the 
median plane of the nuclear emulsion layer. The size of the 
meridional coma is reduced to minimum and the overall dimensions of 
the mesooptical element can be reduced to 35*45 mm. 

6. АВШНАТ10Ы-ИШЕ AXICOH-OBJECTIVE 

A kinoform~axlcon on the plane hacking is described In Г12j. 
The draw back of this klnoform as a mesooptical element with a 
linear response is that its field of view is very small and due 
to this we cannot use it as an objective. However, this objective 
will be very useful for many scientists, e.g. for solving the 
problem of depth focus in high energy physics 14 • 

It is now evident that to decrease the coma aberration it 
is necessary to change the form of the backing of the klnoform 
with a linear response. Let us explain the principle of the kino-
form azloon oa the nonplane baoklng. For this purpose let us con
sider the ray paths of light in the holographical objective on the 
spherical backing (see Fig. 6). We see that the seoondary rays of 
light produced by this hologram are always perpendicular to the 
tangent of the generating line of the hologram backing. To fulfil 
this condition in the oase of the kinofогш-axioon it is duffloient 
to take a conical surface as the backing of the hologram with a 
generating line perpendicular to the secondary rays of light which 
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produce an extended mesooptical image of the point object on the 
optical axis of the axicon (Fig. 12), the front rurface of the 
hologram backing being plane. The rays of light which go from the 
far point object are retracted on the second interface and deflect
ed away from the optical axis. The period of the ring form struc
ture (pitch) of the axicon hologram is determined from the condi
tion: the rays of light which go to the first diffraction order 
muat be perpendicular to the generating line of the backing of 
the aberration-free axicon-objective as shown in Pig. 12. 

The basic scheme of the aberration-free axieon-objective 
wĥ .ch also contains the optical collimator the position of the 
aberration-free axicon-objective with respect to the track chamber 
2 and photofilm 4 are shown in Fig. 13* The depth of focus of the 

Fig.12. Isoplanatic axicon-objective: 1 - conical backing of 
the hologram with entrance plane, 2 - circular diffraction 
grating-hologram on the conical backing. 

Fig.13. An example of the application of the isoplanatic axicon-
ohjective with a large depth of focus and with a large 
field of view in the photoregistrator of the track 
chamber: 1 - convergent beam of light, 2 - working 
volume of the track ohamber, 3 - axicon-objective, 
4 - photofilm, f - average focal length of the system, 
L - required depth of fooua. 
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axicon-ODjectlve l_ does not depend on the diffraction of 
light I 13 and corresponds to the working volume of the track 
chamber 2. 

7. COHCIBSIQH 

It la shown that the application ot the Abbe-tfelford theorem 
to the mesooptical elements permits one to decrease the meridional 
coma aberration, to increase the diameter of the field of view of 
the mesooptical device or to decreaae the overall dimensions of 
the mesooptical elements for the given dimensions of the field of 
view of the device or for the given working volume of the track 
chamber. 
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Сороко Л.М. Д]3-89-549 
Изопланатические системы в мезооптике 

Обсуждается проблема подавления аберрации типа кома в 
оптике, голографии и мезооптике. Дается краткий обзор ус
ловия синусов Аббе в голографии. Затем формулируется проб
лема построения изопланатических систем в мезооптике. 
Ее решение дается в виде обобщенного условия синусов Аббе 
и условия Уэльфорда на форму носителя голограммы. Приво
дятся конструкции изопланатических мезооптических систем; 
мезооптического фурье-микроскопа для ядерной фотоэмульсии 
и мезооптического объектива для трековых камер в физике 
высоких энергий. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 
| 
i 
i I 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1989 I 

Soroko L.M. D13-89-549 • 
Isoplanatic Systems in Mesooptics I 

The problem of the coma aberration suppression in op
tics, holography and mtsooptics is discussed. A short re- t 

view of the Abbe sine condition in the holography is gi
ven. Then the problem of the isoplanatic system construc
tion in mesooptics is formulated. Its solution in the form! 
of the generalised Abbe sine condition and the Welford 
theorem concerning the form of the holagram backing is 
presented. The designs of two isoplanatic mesooptical sys
tems: the Mesooptical Fourier-Transform Microscope for 
nuclear research emulsion and the Mesooptical Axicon Ob
jective for track chambers in the high energy physics are 
described. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory . 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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